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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like exams after break!

SUdoku! Nice n Easy!

Gulf Oil Spill Conspiracy

Puzzle 1 (Easy, difficulty rating 0.33)
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By Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull
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You all remember the 2010 Gulf
oil spill, right? Well I’m here to
tell you that there’s more to
the story - that the government
doesn’t want you to know.
The story that the corporate media fed the world was just lies
and fabrication. They put the
blame on anyone they could tie
to the well: BP, Halliburton, and
TransOcean. They each blamed
each other and the US government blamed them. In the end,
BP was just the fall guy, paying
billions of dollars in fines and
reparations.
BP agreed to pay up because
they knew they’d get reimbursed under the table later. The

government paid them back with
drug money. What drug money?
How did the government get
drug money, you ask? Here’s
the root of the conspiracy: the
US government brokered a deal
with the Sinaloa drug cartel. In
their typical wisdom, the DEA
agreed to protect the Sinaloa
Cartel’s shipments in exchange
for dirt on their rival cartels: the
Gulf, Juarez, Tijuana, Knights Templar, and Los Zetas cartels.
So, they’re trading uncertain drug
shipments for certain shipments.
Great job! But wait - here’s the
best part: the US government
can’t keep their hands out of
the cookie jar, so they wanted
a cut. This greed led to the oil

Still hungover from break?
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University To Offer Free Biscuits
by Alec Hamer

In an attempt to attract more students (READ: Money Dolla Billzz$$$)
Michigan Technological University will now be offering free biscuits
to all students.
Although this rather controversial move is not being received all too
well, the higher ups still think it is a good idea.
“We have found a direct correlation between the number of biscuits
we give out and the number of high quality incoming freshman attending MTU. It’s rather amazing..” -Glenn D. Mroz President of Michigan Technological University
Students aren’t taking the fight lying down. Well, some are but they
are too full from all the free biscuits. There is a march planned for later
this week to protest the biscuit related increase in tuition. Banners
with sayings like “No Biscuits for MTU Students” and “Peace on Earth
and No Biscuits” will be prominently displayed. Though, it must be
noted that not all students are against the biscuits.
MTU student body president Full O. Shit had the following to say: “I
...see BISCUITS! on back
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spill. It turns out that the entire
BP oil well was put in place to
provide a plausible excuse for
the oil spill, which was intentionally done. Bear with me, we’re
getting closer to the truth.
The final piece of the puzzle is
the link between the intentional
spill and the drugs. Since the
government gets a cut of the
drug money, they had an incentive to make the shipments
as large as possible (that’s
right, they don’t care about the
American citizens that die every
day from cocaine and amphetamines). Therefore - are you
ready for the bombshell? - the
government intentionally let the
oil out of the seafloor so they
could pack the earth itself with
$50 trillion of grade-A drugs, so
that plate tectonics would carry
them to the United States.
It’s an investment, of course; the
drugs won’t arrive for millions of
years. But when they do, you
can be sure that kids on every
street corner will be hooked on
this stuff.
Protect your children before it’s
too late!
Next week: I’ll debunk the moon
landings, tell you who really
killed Kennedy, and what really
goes on at Area 51.
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Top Shark Rider Eaten
By Big O ~ Daily Bull

Top world shark rider has been eaten by a
great white, following a slip-up with a razor
that left him bloody.
Mac McInsane was pronounced dead after
losing all of his limbs and torso. His head was
all that remained. HIs body will be on display
for loved ones to say their last respects. The
casket will be very, very small.
For those of you unaware, shark riding is a new
sport that came up in the tropical areas, where
a person attemtps to lure a shark large enough
to ride, then once the shark gets close, through
sheer badassery, they mount them. The sport
is extremely dangerous, as it requires timing
and precision. Several people have already
died from shark attacks attempting the sport.
Many countries are now calling for a ban on
the sport, headed by the radical group PETA,
whom see the sport as harmful and dangerous
to sharks.

Did you know?
The Life Outreach Center aren’t
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rates less that hooker tips, you
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think every MTU student should always be eating biscuits! It’s what makes MTU great! No, I’m not being
paid to say this....”
Winter Carnival 2013 has already been themed “A Biscuit Each Day for All The Snow in Which We Play”.
Arrangements have been made with the CEO of the Imperial Biscuit Company for a corporate sponsorship. Each person will be given one cold, rock hard biscuit for attending. the CEO said “We can’t emphasis how truly great it is to partner up with Minnesota Technological University for Winter Festival. What an
Honor. Oops, I meant Michigan Technological University. Sorry.” during the unveiling press conference.
There was a light applause followed by a lot of hissing.
There is also talk of replacing all the dining halls with a Biscuit Bar.

